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Summary
The Amsterdam Theater as a Political 
 Theater of War
Theater, Opinion Formation and the (R)evolution  
of Roman Heroes (1780-1801)

This research shows that in the course of the eighteenth century the political world 
and the world of theater become increasingly intertwined. Not only because the po-
litical events of that time trickle down to the stage, but in particular because the stage 
as a performative act has a constructive influence on political reality.

The fact that the theater can be seen as a political battlefield is evident from the 
performances in the Amsterdam Schouwburg of the Roman-republican tragedies 
around Cajus Gracchus, Brutus, Nero, Britannicus, Cato and Caesar. Performance 
data show that at the end of the eighteenth century these tragedies get a rather re-
volutionary meaning. These were interpreted as calls for resistance to the ruling (fre-
quently regarded as tyrannical) authority and no longer as a perpetuation of their 
own, considered paradigm, Republic. Until the ninth decade of the eighteenth centu-
ry, however, this is not reflected in theater texts. The fact that concepts such as ‘free-
dom’, ‘people’ and ‘equality’ are given a different interpretation is apparent from the 
theater practice and from the (sometimes unexpected) politicized reactions of the 
theater audience.

Said audience actually interrupted collectively at set moments during performan-
ces by displaying provocative and ‘disorderly’ behavior. Measures against this from 
the theater board had little effect. The audience finally managed to secure a per-
manent place for itself within the theater as the dominating authority that provides 
meaning to a play and sees itself appearing on stage as the theatrical character ‘the 
people’ in the Roman-republican tragedies. These developments run parallel to the 
patriots’ demand for more popular sovereignty in politics. The people therefore get 
more influence and recognition for their role as (political) actor at more or less the 
same time within politics as within theater. This also applies to the theater actors, 
much like the audience, they exercised structural influence on the repertoire and on 
the division of roles at the end of the eighteenth century. By means of a Roman-repu-
blican tragedy such as Epicharis and Nero (1798), where a woman acts as an equal po-
litical actor to a man, theater also shows that it can act as a ‘social experimental space’.

The fact that the political arena is functioning simultaneously as a theater, is clear 
from the pronounced theater setting in which the political meeting room was placed 
in pictures dated post 1795. This was undoubtedly due to the presence of a critically 
judging audience, a new phenomenon for politics. Representatives drew inspiration 
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from the theater for their political performance. At precarious and unprecedented 
moments, such as during the coup and countercoup on respectively January 22 and 
June 12 1798, they still used the well-known classical-republican discourse. A final 
convulsion, because subsequently references to Roman-republican characters wit-
hin the National Assembly disappeared almost completely.

The use of Roman theater characters in the political-social debate also shows how 
much the theater and politics are intertwined. This is most visible in the perception 
of the stadholder. He is the initiator of a drastic process of demonization, diabolizati-
on and dehumanization. A process within the socio-political discourse that is streng-
thened and inspired by the imagination of Nero, Caesar and Lucius Junius Brutus on 
stage. 
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